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	Why This Book? This textbook contains features to help

	you learn best, whatever your learning style. To understand

	what your learning style is, spend about 10 minutes to

	take the learning style quiz at the book’s companion

	website. Then, look at page xiii for how you can apply an

	understanding of your learning style to this course. When you know more about your

	own learning style, browse through pages xiv–xvii. These pages describe the main features

	you will find in this textbook and explain their purpose.

	Weygandt, Financial and Managerial Accounting, is a new first edition title. The new features include International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) modules, service company integration, and a focus on the accounting cycle. Financial and Managerial Accounting will address the need to prepare readers for a profession quickly moving to International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) and based on market development feedback, it will also address IFRS through modules at the end of each chapter.
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Adobe Acrobat 8 for Windows and Macintosh (Visual QuickStart Guide)Peachpit Press, 2006
Adobe Acrobat 8 for Windows and Macintosh: Visual QuickStart Guide uses a combination of task-based instruction and strong visuals to teach beginning and intermediate users how to be more productive with Adobe Acrobat. Author John Deubert takes readers step by step through all of the Adobe Acrobat 8 essentials, both basic--creating and viewing...
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Developments in the Theory and Practice of Cybercartography, Volume 5: Applications and Indigenous Mapping (Modern Cartography Series)Elsevier Limited, 2014

	Developments in the Theory and Practice of Cybercartographyâ€•awarded an Honorable Mention in Earth Science at the Association of American Publishers' 2015 PROSE Awardsâ€•examines some of the recent developments in the theory and practice of cybercartography and the substantial changes which have taken place since the first...
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Bricklin on TechnologyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
In a world that divides us, technology creates connection. Cell phones, e-mail, digital cameras, personal Web sites—they all join us, however tenuously, to what we value. Is connectivity what we’re willing to pay for? Should technology be our servant or a tool that helps us do other things? What can we really learn from Napster? What...
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Milestones in Matrix Computation: The selected works of Gene H. Golub with commentariesOxford University Press, 2007
At a meeting in Moscow in June 2005, Gil Strang suggested that there be a collection of Gene Golub's work to highlight his many important contributions to numerical analysis. The three of us were honored to undertake this pleasant task, with publication timed for February "29", 2007, the 75th anniversary of Gene's birth.

Gene...
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Autonomy Oriented Computing : From Problem Solving to Complex Systems Modeling (Multiagent Systems, Artificial Societies, and Simulated Organizations)Springer, 2004
With the advent of computing, we are fast entering a new era of discovery
and opportunity. In business, market researchers will be able to predict the potential
market share of a new product on-the-fly by synthesizing news reports,
competitor analysis, and large-scale simulations of consumer behavior. In life
and material...
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Mac Kung Fu: Over 300 Tips, Tricks, Hints, and Hacks for OS X Lion (Pragmatic Programmers)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2011

	Mac OS X Lion represents the pinnacle of software engineering. I confidently assert this as somebody who’s not only used every operating system on practically every type of computer but also written entire magazines and books about them.

	

	Put simply, OS X “just works,” and like millions of others, I value...
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